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At any metal-carbon nanotube interface there is charge
transfer and the induced interfacial field determines the po-
sition of the carbon nanotube band structure relative to the
metal Fermi-level. In the case of a single-wall carbon nan-
otube (SWNT) supported on a gold substrate, we show that
the charge transfers induce a local electrostatic potential per-
turbation which gives rise to the observed Fermi-level shift
in scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements. We
also discuss the relevance of this study to recent experiments
on carbon nanotube transistors and argue that the Fermi-level
alignment will be different for carbon nanotube transistors
with low resistance and high resistance contacts.
PACS number: 73.20.-r, 73.50.-h, 61.16.Ch
The discovery of carbon nanotube opens up a new arti-
ficial laboratory in which one-dimensional transport can
be investigated [1], similar to the semiconductor quan-
tum wire [2]. However, the study of transport in car-
bon nanotube has been complicated by the difficulty of
making low resistance contacts to the measuring elec-
trodes. The high resistances reported in various two- and
three-terminal measurements [3] have led Tersoff [4] (and
also the present authors [5]) to suggest that wavevector
conservation at the metal-carbon nanotube contact may
play an important role in explaining the high contact re-
sistance. In this paper we address a different question:
How does the Fermi-level in the metallic contact align
with the energy levels of the nanotube? The answer to
this question is very important in interpreting the trans-
port measurements. Depending on the contact geometry,
transport can occur in the direction parallel to the nan-
otube axis, in the case of nanotube field-effect-transistor
(FET) [3,6], or perpendicular to it, in the case of the STS
measurement [7]. In the STS measurement, the Fermi-
level is found to have shifted to the valence band edge of
the semiconducting nanotube [7], which is then used to
explain the operation of the nanotube FETs with high
resistance contacts [3], where the measured two-terminal
resistance for metallic nanotube is ∼ 1MΩ. However,
low temperature transport measurements using low re-
sistance contacts [6] (where the contact resistance is of
the order of resistance quantum) indicate that the Fermi-
level is located between the valence and conduction band
of the semiconducting nanotube, instead of being pinned
to the valence band edge. This conflict raises the im-
portant question of whether the Fermi-level positioning
may depend on the contact geometry and/or the inter-
face coupling.
In this paper we present a theory of the scanning
tunneling spectroscopy of a single-wall carbon nanotube
(SWNT) supported on the Au(111) substrate. The main
results of our work are: (1) the work function differ-
ence between the gold substrate and the nanotube leads
to charge transfers across the interface, which induces
a local electrostatic potential perturbation on the nan-
otube side giving rise to the observed Fermi-level shift in
the STS measurement. (2) for nanotube transistors, the
atomic-scale potential perturbation at the interface is not
important if the coupling between the metal and the nan-
otube is strong. The metal-induced gap states (MIGS)
model provides a good starting point for determining the
Fermi-level position. (3) a proper theory of STS should
take the tip electronic structure into account.
For an ordinary metal-semiconductor interface, the
MIGS model provides a conceptually simple way of un-
derstanding the band lineup problem which predicts that
the metal Fermi-level EF should align with the “charge
neutrality level” (which can be taken as the energy where
the gap states cross over from valence- to conduction-type
character) in the semiconductor [8]. This elegant idea has
been applied with impressive success by Tersoff to var-
ious metal-semiconductor junctions and semiconductor
heterojunctions, which greatly simplifies the band lineup
problem and gives quantitatively accurate prediction of
the Schottky barrier height in many cases [8]. The suc-
cess of this model relies on the fact that there exists a
continuum of gap states around EF at the semiconduc-
tor side of the metal-semiconductor interface due to the
tails of the metal wavefunction decaying into the semi-
conductor, which can have significant amplitude over a
few atomic layers near the interface [10]. Any deviation
from local charge neutrality in the interface region will
result in metallic screening by the MIGS.
However, this is not true for the interface formed when
a SWNT is deposited onto the gold substrate. Since the
coupling to the substrate is weak and the metal wave
function decays across a significant van der Waals sepa-
ration [4,11], the MIGS will provide only relatively weak
screening. When the conductance spectrum is measured
using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), transport
occurs perpendicular to the nanotube axis and the char-
acteristic length scale is the diameter of the SWNT which
is on the scale of nanometers [7] and can be comparable
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to the range of the interfacial perturbation. The detailed
potential variations in this dimension will be important
in determining the STS current-voltage characteristics,
similar to the case of molecular adsorbates on metal sur-
faces [12]. Fig. 1 illustrates schematically the local elec-
trostatic potential profile at the substrate-nanotube-tip
heterojunction. If the charge distributions on both sides
don’t change when interface is formed, then the vac-
uum levels line up [8]. However, due to the difference
of work functions [3,7] (as shown in Fig. 1(b)), electrons
will transfer from the SWNT to the gold substrate and
the resulting electrostatic potential profile δφ should be
determined self-consistently (Since the perturbation due
to the tip is much weaker, we neglect its effect when
treating the substrate-SWNT interface).
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the formation of a substrate-SWNT
contact. We only show a semiconducting SWNT here. The
work functions of the gold, the SWNT and the platinum tip
are Wm = 5.3(eV ), Wnt = 4.5(eV ) and Wtip = 5.7(eV ) re-
spectively. (c) shows our picture of the interface Fermi-level
positioning.
We assume an ideal substrate-SWNT interface and
study the interface electronic structure using the pi-
electron tight-binding (TB) model of the SWNT [13]. In
this model, the bandstructure of SWNTs is symmetric
with respect to the position of the on-site pi orbital en-
ergy. We take the Fermi-level of the gold as the energy
reference, then the initial pi orbital energy at each car-
bon atom of the SWNT is Wm −Wnt = 0.8(eV ). The
final on-site pi orbital energy is the superposition of this
initial value and the change in the electrostatic potential
δφ which changes as one moves away from the gold sub-
strate (Fig. 1(c)). For the gold substrate we use the TB
parameters of Papaconstantopoulos [14]. For the cou-
pling between the SWNT and the gold surface, we use
the values obtained from the Extended Hu¨ckel Theory
(EHT) [15]. Only the carbon atoms closest to the gold
surface are assumed to be coupled [16].
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FIG. 2. Calculated results for (10,10) nanotube. (b) shows
the LDOS at the carbon atom closest to the substrate in
unit of states/eV /atom, the dotted line is that of the iso-
lated SWNT horizontally shifted by the corresponding poten-
tial perturbation δφi. (c) and (d) show the calculated STS
dI/dV − V and d ln I/d lnV − V curves. Model 1: tip mod-
eled as having a constant density of states ρtip; Model 2: tip
modeled as a semi-infinite Pt(111) crystal; Model 3: tip mod-
eled as a Pt atom adsorbed on the surface of the semi-infinite
Pt(111) crystal.
Since the SWNT has periodic symmetry along its
axis, only one unit cell needs to be considered. We
use the Green’s function method to calculate the elec-
tron population of each carbon atom from the expression:
ni = −
2
pi
Imag{
∫ EF
−∞
Gi,i(E)dE} where G(E) is the pro-
jection of the Green’s function onto one unit cell of the
SWNT and Gi,i is the ith diagonal matrix element cor-
responding to atom i in the unit cell. G(E) is calculated
by reducing the Hamiltonian of the whole interface into
an effective one in which the interactions between the
given unit cell and the rest of the interface system are in-
corporated into the corresponding self-energy operators
using the same method as described in ch. 3 of Datta
[2]. Within the tight-binding theory, self-consistency is
achieved by adjusting the diagonal elements of the Hamil-
tonian and imposing Hartree consistency between the po-
tential perturbation δφi and the charge perturbation δni
using the self-consistent scheme similar to that developed
by Flores and coworkers [17] and also Harrison [18] (for
details see Ref. [19]).
Fig. 2(a)-(b) and Fig. 3(a)-(b) show the results for
(10,10) and (16,0) SWNTs with diameters of 1.35 and
1.25(nm) respectively, close to those measured in Ref.
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[7]. The substrate-SWNT distance is 3.2(A˚) [20]. We
have also studied (15,0) and (14,0) SWNTs. All nan-
otubes show similar behavior. We believe similar conclu-
sions can be reached for chiral nanotubes since the elec-
tronic structure of SWNTs depends only on their metal-
licity and diameter, not on chirality [21]. The similarity
between the metallic and the semiconducting nanotube
shown here can be understood from the work of Bene-
dict et al. [22], who show that the dielectric response of
SWNTs in the direction perpendicular to the axis doesn’t
depend on the metallicity, only on the diameter.
Since the pi orbital energy coincides with the position
of the Fermi-level (mid-gap level) of the isolated metal-
lic (semiconducting) SWNT, then the Fermi-level shift in
the STS measurement should correspond to the on-site pi
orbital energy of the carbon atom closest to the STM tip
if only this atom is coupled to the tip. However, consid-
ering the cylindrical shape of the SWNT, more carbon
atoms could be coupled to the tip and the Fermi-level
shift then corresponds to the average value of the on-site
orbital energies of the carbon atoms within the coupling
range. From the plotted values of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
we then expect Fermi-level shifts of ∼ 0.2(eV ) for both
nanotubes, close to the measured values [7]. The peak
structures in the local density-of-states (LDOS) of the
bottom carbon atom (closest to the gold substrate) cor-
responding to the Van Hove singularities are broadened
due to the hybridization with the gold surface atomic or-
bitals. Their positions also change, which can be under-
stood from the bonding-antibonding splitting resulting
from the hybridization of the nanotube molecular orbitals
and the gold orbitals. Also notable is the enhancement of
the density of states in the gap at the expense of the va-
lence band, reminding us of the Levinson theorem which
states the total number of states should be conserved in
the presence of perturbation, be it due to impurity or
due to surface [23]. In contrast, the perturbation of the
LDOS at the carbon atom furthest to the substrate is
much weaker. The calculated charge transfer per atom
is small and mainly localized on the carbon atoms close
to the gold surface, in agreement with recent ab initio
calculations [24].
Applications to the scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
The differential conductance dI/dV (or the normalized
one d ln I/d lnV ) obtained from the STS measurement is
often interpreted as to reflect the local density of states
of the sample, based on the s-wave model of the tip
[25]. However, first-principles calculations have shown
this model to be inadequate for tips made from tran-
sition metals, where small clusters tend to form at the
tip surface giving rise to localized d-type tip states [26].
As a result, the tip electronic structure can have pro-
found effects on the interpretation of the STS measure-
ment [12,26].
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FIG. 3. Calculated results for (16,0) nanotube, otherwise
same as Fig. 2.
The STS current-voltage characteristics can be calcu-
lated using the standard technique of scattering theory
[2,12]. Here we have taken a simpler approach instead,
aiming only to illustrate how the tip electronic struc-
ture may affect the interpretation of the STS measure-
ment. Since the coupling across the SWNT-tip interface
is weak, the tunneling Hamiltonian theory may be in-
voked to write the current crudely as:
I ∝
∫ eV
0
ρnt(E)ρtip(E − eV )dE (1)
where ρnt and ρtip are the density of states of the SWNT
and the tip respectively. The differential conductance
thus obtained then reflects the convolution of the density
of states of the SWNT and the tip. If ρtip is constant
within the range of the integral, we recover the usual
expression dI/dV ∝ ρnt. Note ρnt is calculated taking
the on-site perturbations and the coupling to the gold
substrate into account (we use the LDOS of the carbon
atom closest to the tip here). We have used two models
for the tip: (1) as a semi-infinite Pt(111) crystal; (2) as
a Pt atom adsorbed on the surface of the semi-infinite
Pt(111) crystal [12]. The results are shown in Fig. 2(c)-
(d) and Fig. 3(c)-(d) along with that obtained from Eq.
(1) assuming constant ρtip. As can be seen from the
plots, additional fine structures are introduced between
the peak structures of ρnt when we take into account the
electronic structure of the tip.
Discussions and conclusions With the advancement of
new techniques for making electric contact to the SWNT
[6,27], low resistance contacts with two-terminal conduc-
tance close to the conductance quantum have been ob-
tained [28]. Current-voltage characteristics measured at
low temperature using these new techniques show that
3
the Fermi-level is located in the gap of the semicon-
ducting SWNT. In these experiments, SWNTs are grown
from the patterned catalyst islands on the silicon wafer,
Au/Ti contact pads are then placed on the catalyst is-
lands fully covering the islands and extending over their
edge [6]. Since the SWNTs thus grown are mostly capped
[27], the coupling between the SWNTs and the electrode
is presumably similar to that of fullerene where it is well
known that fullerene forms a strong chemical bond with
the noble and transition metal surfaces (see Dresselhaus
et al. [29]). The large contact area between the SWNTs
and the metal will make the coupling across the interface
even stronger which then allows the metal wavefunctions
to penetrate deep into the nanotube side. Therefore,
we expect that the dominant contribution to the barrier
height is from the metallic screening by MIGS, which
tends to line up the metal Fermi-level with the “charge
neutrality level” of the SWNT. Since the band structure
of the SWNT is exactly symmetric within the pi-electron
model, the “charge neutrality level” will be at the mid-
gap, although it can be different when a more accurate
model of electronic structure is used. Our emphasis here
is not to give a quantitative estimate of the barrier height,
but rather to show that the MIGS model provides the
conceptual base of understanding in the limit of strong
interface coupling. The situation gets complicated for
measurements using high resistance contacts, where the
SWNT is side-contacted [3] and the coupling across the
interface is weak [4,11]. In this case, the MIGS model
of Schottky barrier is no longer applicable. The inter-
face defects and bending of SWNT at the edge of the
contact can induce localized states at the interface re-
gion [11] which will accommodate additional charges and
affect the formation of Schottky barrier [9]. Therefore,
we expect that the final Fermi-level position depends on
the detailed contact condition and may or may not be
located at the valence band edge. We believe that a de-
tailed ab initio analysis is needed to clarify the various
mechanisms involved.
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